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31. INTRODUCTION 
Ix THIS paper, we prove the following four theorems, more precise versions of which appear 
in $2. 
THEOREM 1. A rational linear combination of Chern numbers 
I[:Lf] = C r ,,... i,ci, . . . ci,[M] 
is an oriented-homotopy-t+kpe invariant. for almost-complex manifolds ,V, if’ and only if‘ l[M ] 
is a rational linear cotnbinarion of the Euler number ck[M] and (he Index I [M ] (l\,here I [M ] is 
a certain rational linear combination of Chern numbers, as described in [4], p. 93). 
This theorem verifies an unpublished conjecture of Milnor. 
THEOREM 2. A rational linear combination of Chern numbers l[M] is an oriented- 
dtreomorphism ittcariant, Jbr almosr-complex manifolds M, if and on1.v if l[M] is a rational 
linear combinarion of the Euler number c,[M ] and the Ponlrjagin numbers pi, . . . pj, [M] 
(wherepj=~~-2~j_I~j+1+~..+2czj). 
Both of these theorems can be “stabilized”: 
THEOREM 1,. A rational linear combination of Chern numbers l[M] is an oriented- 
homolopy-type incarianr, for stably almost-complex manifolds M, if and only if l[M] is a 
rational multiple of I [Ml. 
This theorem verifies an unpublished conjecture of Stong. 
THEOREM 2,. A rational linear combination of Chern numbers l[M] is an oriented- 
difl‘eomorphism incariant, for stably almost-complex manifolds M, if and only if l[M] is a 
rational linear combination of Pontrjagin numbers. 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 2, can be reformulated as follows: Let nz and Rz” denote the 
complex and oriented cobordism rings, respectively, and let 
fi,“OQ Lfi:*OQ 
be induced by the map that assigns to each complex cobordism class [iCl”] the oriented 
cobordism class of M”. It is well known that 7~ is surjective. Let 53: denote the set of all 
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classes in fly of the form [Aff] - [Mi 1, where AI;, 111: are stably almost-complex i-mani- 
folds that are oriented-diffeomorphic. It is easy to show that !$ is a subgroup of 07 and 
that 9: is an ideal in nz. Clearly, 92 @ Q c ker rr. Theorem 2, is equivalent to the 
assertion that 
.@ @ Q = ker rt. 
(ii) Since Pontrjagin numbers are invariants of oriented-topological type (of smooth, 
oriented manifolds)-this result is due to Novikov [lO]-Theorem 2 and Theorem 2, still 
hold when the word “diffeomorphism” is replaced by “homeomorphism”. 
(iii) The above theorems are analogous to the main result of [6], so that this paper can 
be considered as a sequel to [6]. There, we deal with smooth, oriented manifolds, and we 
prove that the only rational linear combinations of Pontrjagin numbers that are oriented- 
homotopy-type invariants are the rational multiples of the Index. That result, also con- 
jectured by Milnor (in [9]), is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 or of Theorem 1, above. 
Our basic program of proof here will follow that of 161, but our results will be inde- 
pendent of that paper. 
52. REFORMULATION OF THE THEOREMS 
Let A, be the class of stably almost-complex (closed, compact, oriented) manifolds, 
and let BU be the classifying space for the stable unitary group. For every M” E As, 
there is a classifying map t,w : M” --f BU determining the complex stable tangent bundle 
of fM”. For each x E H”(BU; Q), the evaluation of t;(x) on the orientation homology 
class of M” determines a number x[n/i”]. Such numbers depend only on the complex 
cobordism class of M”, and, indeed, according to Milnor ([3], pp. 122-127), they completely 
determine this class. It follows that we may identify H*(BU; Q) with a graded subspace of 
the graded vector-space dual of fiz @ Q. The members of H 2k(BU; Q) are linear combina- 
tions of monomials in the universal rational Chern classes ci E H 2i(BU; Q), i = 1, . . . , k; 
it is qua linear functionals 0:, @ Q + Q that we refer to them as (linear combinations of) 
Chern numbers. 
Milnor has proved the following about fiz ([3], 122-127): (a) each x E nyk has a 
representative M 2k whose stable almost-complex structure reduces to an (unstable) almost- 
complex structure; (b) nz is a polynomial rin g OII generators yk E nyk, k = 1, 2, 3, . . 
We shall make use of a certain characterization of these generators in $3. It follows 
immediately from (b) that dim !&k @ Q = dim Hzk(BU; Q), so that H*(BU; Q) is the 
entire graded vector-space dual of n5: @ Q. 
Corresponding to Theorems 1, 2, l,, 2s in $1, we define certain ideals &Yi , 
CS*, &$, 232, respectively, contained in nz. We have already defined 9: in $1. The 
following notation will be convenient: we write “Mi N M2” to indicate that there is an 
orientation-preserving homotopy equivalence M, + M, ; we write “Mi M iVf2” to indicate 
that there is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism itf, -+ Al, ; we denote by A! the 
subclass of A’, consisting of all manifolds whose stable almost-complex structure is the 
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stabilization of an almost-complex structure. Then, we define: 
4s with 9$, it is easy to show that the above sets are subgroups of @k, and, as with 9: a 
it is easy to show that the corresponding graded objects are ideals in n$. Clearly, 
.%;k 2 L%,, 2 9Ik c $k c x;k. 
The annihilator of the subspace &/?k @ Q c fir& 0 Q is precisely the set of rational 
linear combinations of (complex) k-dimensional Chern numbers that are oriented-homotopy- 
type invariants, for almost-complex manifolds. We may, therefore, interpret Theorem 1 as 
a description of a set of generators for .this annihilator: namely, the set consisting of the 
Euler number and the Index. Now, it is well known (cf. [4], p. 93) that both the Euler 
number and the Index belong to the annihilator of .@2k 0 Q and are linearly independent- 
recall, however, that the Index I[LV~~] is defined only for k even. Therefore, Theorem 1 
is equivalent to: 
THEOREM 1’. Codimension pZk 0 Q 5 {$,“$t, 
We now use the ring structure of ni @ Q and the fact that _%?* @ Q is an ideal to 
obtain a stronger version of Theorem 1’. A sequence {yk l_vk E fiyk 0 Q} will be called a 
generating sequence provided that it generates !Zz @ Q as a polynomial’ring. 
THEOREM 1”. There is a generating sequence (yk}, with yly2 E 3’e6 @ Q and 
yk E *lk @ Q, k 2 3. 
To see that Theorem 1” implies Theorem l’, consider the monomials in the yi belonging 
to fiyk @ Q. Theorem 1” implies that, among these, only possibly yt and y: (if k = 21) 
fail to belong to sZk @ Q. 
Similar reformulation leads to the following theorems, which imply their (unprimed) 
counterparts in $1. 
THEOREM 2”. There is a generating sequence {yk), with )‘lyk_l and yk belonging to 
g2k @ Q, if k is odd and 23. 
THEOREM 1;. There is a generating sequence {yk}, with yk E 3f’$ Q Q, for k + 2. 
THEOREM 2;. There is a generating sequence {yk), with yk E 9:k @ Q, if k is odd. 
The organization of this paper will be as follows: In 93, we present some well-known 
algebraic facts about @ involving s(o) numbers. In $4, we prove Theorem 2: and 
Theorem 15, in that order. As a corollary we obtain a complete set of generators of the 
ideal 22. In $5, we show how to pass from the stable to the unstable results. There is, 
essentially, only one obstruction to doing this, and we show how to kill it. In $6, we 
construct most of the ring generators needed for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2; the idea is to 
start with stable generators and modify them sufficiently so that the method of $5 can be 
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applied. Finally, in 57, we use different arguments to obtain generators of Q6 = J’?‘~. 
Key references for much of the construction are [j], [7], and [S]. 
$3. tiGEaRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
3.1 s(o) numbers 
A fairly comprehensive treatment of s(w) numbers can be found in [9], pp. 88-96. 
We only sketch some key results and definitions here. 
An unordered sequence w = (iI, . . . , i,) of natural numbers will be called a partition 
of k, if i, + . . . +- i, = k. For any partition o of k, we define a class 
s(o) E HZk(BU) c Hzk(BU; Q) 
as follows. Let Tk denote the 2k-dimensional torus, and let ek : ST, + BU be induced by 
the standard inclusion T, c U. The ring H*(BT,) is a polynomial ring on generators 
r1, . . . , tk E H2(BTk), and the homorphism 
e: : H*(BU) - Ha@%) 
takes i H2’(BU) isomorphically onto the subgroup of k H”(BT,) generated by 1 and 
i=O i=O 
all symmetric polynomials. By the lengrh of a polynomial, we mean the number of mono- 
mials that it contains. If w = (iI, . . . , i,), then s(w) is the unique class in H 2k(BCJ) satisfying 
ek*(s(w)) = C ti; . . . 2:; 
where 1 tll . . t: is the shortest symmetric polynomial in H ‘k(BTk) containing the monomial 
ril _. tiP 
1 . r- 
If w = (iI, . . . , i,) and w’ = (ii, . . . , ii) are partitions of k and k’, we may combine them 
to obtain a partition wo’ = (ir, . . . , i,, ii, . . . , ii) of k + k’. We shall write o 2 w’, if 
w = wt . . . OS, where o, is a partition of i;, u = 1, . . . , s. As linear combinations of Chem 
numbers, the s(o) have the following property (see [9], p. 95): 
s(w)[M;” x * *. x Mf”] = 
t 
0, ifo&((i,, . . . . i,) 
s(i&w’] ’ * . s(i,)[M2’q, if u = (iI, . . . , i,) 
Here, M ‘ia is a stably almost-complex manifold of (real) dimension 2i,, E = 1, . . , r. 
The above relation shows that the single-term partitions play a special role. When 
o = (k), we write s(o) = sk. The Sk classes are related to the universal Cbern classes by 
the following formula ([4], p. 92): 
Sk - Sk_. ici + .*. + (-l)k-‘s,c,_, + (-1)” kc, = 0. (1) 
3.2 Generating sequences of nf;i and fiz @ Q 
Milnor has characterized generating sequences {yk} of flz in the following way ([3], 
pp. 122-127): A sequence (yk) with Yk E ny, generates s2: as a polynomial ring if and 
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only if 
s,w = 
i 
-l-p, if k + 1 is a positive power of the prime p 
_+ 1, otherwise. 
Consequently, a sequence {yVkj with yk E fiy, @ Q is a generating sequence if and only if 
s,(yk) i 0, for all k. (3) 
Any Jam E ny, satisfying (2), or any l’e E ny, @ Q satisfying (3), will be called a ring generator. 
Each of the theorems in 92 requires the construction of certain ring generators lying 
in an appropriate ideal. Thus, for example, to prove Theorem 2:, we must, for every odd 
k 2 1, construct manifolds M~lr, A4ik E AS satisfying: A4fk ,Y Mfk and s,([M~‘] - [.Vj”]) 
# 0. In addition, Theorem 1” and Theorem 2” require the construction of certain ring 
generators yk E @k @ Q such that ylyk lies in an appropriate ideal. In the following lemma, 
we translate this requirement into one involving S(O) numbers. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that, for euery odd k 2 3, there are classes uk , vk E LZzk @ Q such 
that the matrh 
i 
sk(“k) sk(“k.) 
$1, k - l)(uk) s(l, k - l)("k) 1 
(4) 
is non-singular. Then, Theorem 2” is true. 
Proof. First, observe that the condition on the above matrix implies that either 
Sk(&) * 0 or sk(uk) * 0, for each odd k 2 3. Let -vk = Uk, if Sk(Uk) + 0. Otherwise, let 
yk = Ck . It remains to find ring generators y, and yk_l, k odd and 23, with y,~,_~ E 
BIk@ Q. 
Let ivk = a!.& + bnk, where the integers a and b are chosen so that 
Sk(Wk) = o and S(I, k - l)(wk) # 0. 
The non-singularity of the above matrix implies that such a and b exist. Clearly, 
wk E 92k @ Q. 
Choose any generating sequence {zi} of a: 0 Q such that zi = yi , i odd and 2 3. 
We write z, = zi, . . . zi,, f&r any partition o = (i1, . , i,) and express 
Wk=~amzuj k odd and 2 3, (5) 
w 
where w ranges over all partitions of k. Note that each such w must contain at least one 
odd term, since k is odd, and that for each w containing an odd term 23, z, E kazk Q Q. 
Thus, 
where o’ ranges over all partitions of k containing an odd term 23, w” ranges over the 
rest, and zIZ,., = z,,, . Both sides of (6) belong to gzk 0 Q. 
Consider the partition (1, k - 1). It indexes a term in the sum on the right. The 
corresponding coefficient a,,,_ 1 is non-zero. To see this, consider the sum (5) above. 
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Since %(lb*t) = 0, and since sL(zo) = 0 unless o = (k), (5) becomes, after applying sk, 
0 = UkSk(Tk), 
implying that aL = 0. Next, note that 
~(1, k - l)(z,) = 0 
unless o = (k) or o = (1, k - l), since only for these values of w do we have (1, k - 1) 2 o. 
Therefore, applying ~(1, k - 1) to both sides of (5), we get 
0 # $1, k - l)(w,) = a,s(l, k - l)(zk) + ~i,~-~s(l, k - l)(zizk_r) 
=a l.k- lsl(zl)sk- I(--k-l), 
implying that a,, k_ r # 0. 
It follows that 
ul.k- lzk- 1 + c (I,~~ z,,, 
w”,(l.k-1) 
can be chosen to be a ring generator. Call it Yl,_r. Let y, = zr. Then, (6) implies that 
YlYk- r E gzk 0 Q, as required Q.E.D. 
Remark. In $6.2, we find uk, ck E GBzk Q Q, k odd and 25 such that 
( 
sk(“k) sk(t.k) 
S(l, k - l)(“k) S(l, k - l>t”k) 1 
is non-singular. In 97, we find ring generators Yk E !& @ Q, k = 1, 2, 3 with 
belonging to gzk @ Q. Clearly, 
ylYz and y3 
is non-singular (see (3) above and the product formula in $3.1). Thus, the hypotheses of 
Lemma 1 are satisfied, so that Theorem 2” is true. 
$4. PROOFS OF THEOREM &” AND THEOREM Is” 
4.1 Proof of Theorem 25 and Corollary 
For k even, let Yk E nyk @ Q be any element satisfying sk(yk) # 0. For k odd, let 
r, E, and r] denote the following complex vector bundles over CP”, respectively: the tangent 
bundle, the trivial line bundle, and the canonical line bundle. They are related by the 
following well-known equality 
tQE=V@tlO...Otl, 
- / 
(k+ 1)-fold 
where “ = ” means complex-vector bundle equivalence. The equation still holds as an 
oriented-real-vector-bundle equivalence if one or more of the summands q on the right is 
changed to its conjugate ii. 
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Now let Mzk denote the stably almost-complex manifold obtained from CP k by 
endowing’its (real) stable tangent bundle with the complex structure of 
and let yk = [CPk] @ 1 - [M2’] @ 1 E 9zk @ Q. An easy computation yields &(l’k) = 2 # 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2;. 
Remark. According to M&or’s characterization of ring generators of ng, yk Con- 
structed above, k odd, is a ring generator when k is of the form 2’ - 1, and is twice a 
ring generator plus a polynomial in lower dimensional generators otherwise. 
COROLLARY. The classes [CP”] - [II~~~] E @k constructed aboce generate the ideal 92. 
Proof. First, note that a simple dimension argument shows that the classes 
([CPk] - [Mzk]) @ 1 generate 9: 0 Q. Thus, if {xi} is any generating sequence of n!, 
with Xi = [CPi] - [M2i] when i is of the form 2’ - 1, and if z E !@k, we may express 
ZZZ z aax 
(using the notation introduced in §3), where o ranges over all partitions of k containing 
at least one odd term. We shall prove that the sum on the right belongs to the ideal 
generated by {[@I - [M2’] ) i odd}. Since this is already true for each of the summands 
a, z, for which w contains at least one term of the form 2’ - 1, we may restrict ourselves 
to proving that the sum 
z’ = 1 a,.x,, 
LU’ 
belongs to the said ideal, where o’ ranges over all partitions of k containing at least one 
odd term and no terms of the form 2’ - 1. Note that z’ E @k and that s(o’)(&,,,) = 1 
(mod 2), for all o’ indexing the sum z’. 
Obviously, s(o’)(z’) z 0 (mod 2), for all o’ indexing the sum z’, since the mod 2 
reduction of each ci is the 2ifh Stiefel-Whitney class, a homotopy-type invariant. Using 
this, one can prove that each of the a,. is even. Now, choose a “maximal” w’ (cf. the 
ordering 2 described in 93) appearing in the above sum. It contains an odd term I. Let 
xi = [CP’] - [M”], and let X,, be obtained from x~. by replacing x1 by xi. Then, using 
the Remark above, 
a,. x,. = fa,,_T,. + C a,.. x,,, , 
m** 
where each W” in the sum on the right satisfies o” > 0’. Note that +a,.,?_, belongs to 
the desired ideal. Replace a,,~,, in z‘ by the expression on the right, Since _ta,,X,. 
belongs to the desired ideal, we may eliminate it, as well as any a,.. _r,.. for which O” contains 
a term of the form 2’ - 1, obtaining a sum z” E 9fk, for which the chosen maximal 
indexing partition o’ is not used. Repeating this process, always eliminating “maximal” 
partitions, we eventually whittle down the sum to zero, showing that the original z belongs 
to the desired ideal. 
Q.E.D. 
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 1: 
Since &k 0 Q c X’fk 0 Q, for all k, the ring generators yk, k odd, constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 2, provide, roughly, half of the generators needed for this proof. 
TO obtain the other half, we make use of the following result of Hsiang [j]: for ecery 
k $ 1. there exist infinitely may Zk-manifolds of the same oriented-homotopy type as CPk 
with distinct Pontrjagin characters. (The Pontrjagin character of a real vector bundle is 
the Chern character of its complexification [see [4], pp. 91-92 for a definition of Ch = Chern 
character]; the Pontrjagin character of a smooth manifold is the Pontrjagin character of 
its stable tangent bundle.) It suffices to extract from Hsiang’s list, for every even k >= 4, 
manifolds Ml’, &Ii“ E _lls with Sk[‘vfk] + sk[Mik]. 
First note that each of Hsiang’s manifolds MZk admits a stably almost-complex 
structure. To see this, choose any homotopy equivalence f: Mzk --f CP:, and consider the 
following commutative diagram : 
K?j(CPk) /* - Kv(M’k) 
I r 
where I’ is realification. According to [2], r : z(CPk) -+ KO(CPk) is an epimorphism. 
Since both maps f * are isomorphisms, it follows that realification r : K?j(M lk) --+ z(hl 2k) 
is an epimorphism. Henceforth, we shall assume that each of Hsiang’s manifolds has 
been endowed with a fixed stably almost-complex structure. 
Let Ph, denote the 4irh homogeneous component of the Pontrjagin character, and let 
iMZk be a stably almost-complex manifold, k = 21. It is well known that 
s,[MZk] = y (Ph,(M”“), j.&) 
(cf. [4], p. 92 and [I], p. 61 l), so that it suffices to find, for every k = 212 4, two of Hsiang’s 
manifolds Mfk, MI-” with 
It will be useful to note that Ph, can be expressed as a polynomial (with rational coefficients) 
inL,,L2, . . . . L,, where Li , i = 1, . . . ,I are the homogeneous components of the Hirzebruch 
L-genus ([4], p. 12). Indeed, Ph, = a(2L, - L:), for some a # 0, and, when 12 3, 
Ph, = CL1 + +(L1, I.., L,_ 1), where c # 0 and #(ti, . . . , tl_,) is a sum of monomials 
a rl . . . r,_,t;’ ,.. t;F-,’ 
with rl + 2r, + ... + (I- l)r,_, = 1 (so that, in particular, each monomial must contain 
at least one ti with i 5 [l/2]). 
Hsiang’s manifolds are obtained by applying a theorem of Browder-Novikov to certain 
bundles over CPk = CP **, which, essentially, become the normal bundles of the manifolds. 
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The inverses of those bundles (which essentially, become the stable tangent bundles) are 
of the form r(s) + <. where r(T) is the real stable tangent bundle of CP*’ and < ranges 
over a certain infinite family G c z(CP”). When 12 3, G may be chosen to have the 
following properties: 
(i) G is an additive subgroup of K?j(CP”); 
(ii) Li vanishes on G, for i s [I/2], so that LI : G + H4’(CP2’; Q) is a homomorphism; 
(iii) For some < E G, L,(t) # 0. 
Then, as s’ ranges over G, 
PM+) + 4) = %(r(s)) + PM<) 
= Phl(r(S)) + CL,(<) 
assumes an infinite number of distinct values. The argument for I = 2 is slightly different, 
the family G no longer having properties (i) or (ii). One simply checks directly (from 
Hsiang’s description of G) that 2L, - Lf 1 G assumes infinitely many distinct values, so 
that this is also true of Phi ( G = a(2Lz - I,:) 1 G. 
For each 5 E G, we let M(t) be the manifold that Hsiang obtains by the Browder- 
Novikov result from -(r(r) + 5). It is easy to check that 
<%(M3), I+) = (PM44 + 0, PIP), 
so that the desired generator yZl can be taken to be [CP2’] @ 1 - [M(c)] @ 1, for any one 
of infinitely many 5 E G. 
$5. TRANSITION TO THE UNSTABLE CASE 
5.1 Obstruction to transition 
LEMMA 2. Let M2k E Al, be connected, and choose any p E MZk. The stable almost- 
complex structure on M 2k - p admits a unique reduction to an almost-complex structure. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of sets 
+4 - p, BU,) --f rr(M - p, BU) 
1 1 
TC(M - p, BSO,,) -+ z(M - p, BSO). 
Here TI(M - p, BU,) is the set of homotopy classes of maps M - p -+ BU,, which may be 
identified with the set of equivalence classes of principal uk bundles over M - p; similar 
descriptions apply to the other sets. The maps are all induced by the standard inclusions 
of the corresponding classifying spaces. Since M - p has the homotopy type of a (2k - l)- 
dimensional CWcomplex, the horizontal arrows are l-1 correspondences. Thus, the stable 
almost-complex structure de-stabilizes uniquely to a U, reduction of the principal S02k 
tangent bundle of M2k -p, that is, to an almost-complex structure. Q.E.D. 
Given any M2” E A!, , it will be convenient to denote its complex stable tangent 
bundle by 7:. The above lemma implies that, given any connected MZk E As and any 
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p E &f Ik, there is only one obstruction to obtaining a complex vector bundle J of complex 
dimension k such that: 
(i) fi 1 MZk - p is stably equivalent to 5.; 1 Mzk - p. 
(ii) The oriented bundle underlying ,l3 is equivalent to the oriented tangent bundle 
of M”. 
More precisely, Lemma 2 shows that there is up to equivalence exactly one k-dimensional 
complex vector bundle j?’ over fif Zk - p stably equivalent to rz 1 it12k - p, so that p, if it 
exists, is uniquely determined over M2k -p by (i). The obstruction to extending p’ to 
a k-dimensional complex vector bundle fi over iM2k satisfying (ii) lies in ff 2k(M 2k, M 2k - p ; 
illk_ l(r,)), where rr: = Sozk/uk. Evaluating the obstruction on the orientation class of 
,)I”, we obtain 
o[M2k] E TE2k- ,(rk), 
which is easily shown to be independent of the choice of p. 
The group 7~>~_. ,(r,) has been calculated by Bruno Harris and W. Massey (see [S]): 
I 
z+z,, k = 0 (mod 4) 
x2,‘- I@-,) =” 
Z 
zr’ 
k = 1 (mod 4), 
Zhr, 
k = 2 (mod 4), 
k = 3 (mod 4), 
where r = (k - l)! Also listed in [8] are the values of n2k_I(f), where r = SO/U: 
Z 
XZk-r(L-) = 02’ 
(? 
k = 0 (mod 4) 
otherwise. 
The inclusion rk + IF determines a surjection 
n2k- a-k) s %k- m7 
whose kernel is cyclic with generator o[S~~] ([7], Lemma 8). (Here, S2k is the standard 
oriented 2k-sphere with trivial stable almost-complex structure.) Thus, in particular, when 
k is even. we may identify kernel 0 with 2 and o[S~~] with 1. 
Since the almost-complex structure on M2’ - p extends to a stable almost-complex 
structure on ICI 2k, 
o[M”] E kernel 0, 
so that o[iM”] is always a multiple of o[S~~]. According to Massey ([8], Theorem II), 
when k is even, the multiple equals 
M~‘“l - d?f2kl>. (1) 
The same result holds for odd k as well [7]. Since we do not need this fact, we shall 
omit its proof. 
5.2 Obstructions and connected sums 
Choose any Mfk, Mi’ E A,, both connected. Their connected sum A4fk + Mik can 
be endowed with a stable almost-complex structure in the following way: Let 
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;: = : M;” + M;’ - IM:~, r = 1,2, send Mik -pz c J4fk + Mik onto Mfk - p3 via 
the identity map and its complement onto p,, 2 = 1, 2. Let 2 To' denote the stable oriented 
tangent bundle of Mf”, “1 = 1, 2, and let tSo denote that of _Cif” + Mik. It is not hard 
to show that 
TSO = n:(<O) 0 n:(<O>, 
so that we may endow T” with the complex structure of 
n:(T:) @ n;(T:). 
So endowed, Mik + Mik belongs to As. 
In [7], we prove: 
o[Mfk f A4ik] = o[lLf:k ] + o[M_i”] - o[Pk]. (2) 
When k is even, (2) is an easy consequence of (1). 
The smooth manifold S2 x Szk-’ has a trivial stable oriented tangent bundle, so that 
it, endowed with the trivial stable almost-complex structure, belongs to A,. By (1) above, 
for k even. 
o[S2 x &P-2] = 20[P]. 
(Note: S’ x S2 admits an almost-complex structure, but it is not the reduction of the 
trivial stable almost-complex structure.) 
For any non-negative integer a, let .A4tk + aM, 2k denote the connected sum of &I:” 
and a copies of Mik, endowed with a stable almost-complex structure in the same way 
as described above for the case a = 1. An immediate extension of (2) yields: 
(0::;: 1 ug“l = pkc$l - ““cp for all k; 
o 1 n x s- )] = o[M, ] f ao[P-J, for even k. 
(3) 
Since o[MIk] is a multiple of o[S~~] (and since nzk_I(rk) is finite when k is odd), these 
equations show that, given any A4fk E As, there is a non-negative integer a (depending 
only on o[MTk]) and a manifold Mik (= CPk or S2 x S’“-‘) such that 
o[fM;k + aM,2k] = 0. 
We conclude by describing the effect of connected summation on Chern numbers. 
LEMMA 3. Chern numbers of manifolds in JR, behace additicely ,rYth respect to con- 
nected sum. 
Proof. Because of the ring structure of H*(Mfk f Mik), it suffices to prove this 
result for Chern classes: that is, it suffices to show that 
Ci(T’) = TE:(Ci(Ty) + Xf(Ci(Ty))> 
where i = I, . . . . k, and where zLi is the complex stable tangent bundle of Mik + Mik and 
n, and 5: are as described above, a = 1,2. However, the equation above follows im- 
mediately from the relation 
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the naturality of Chern classes, the product formula for Chern classes, and the ring struc- 
ture of H*(fMf’ + Mz’). Q.E.D. 
5.3 Transition: a reduction of the problem 
For any x E Hlk(BU; Q), we let lx] E Q denote the coefficient of ck in the expression 
for 1. For example, equation (1) of $3.1 implies that l&l = (- l)k-‘k, Since, as is easily 
shown, x(1, k - 1) = sLsk-l - & = ci&_r -Sk, it follows that ls(l, k - 1)l = - jskl = 
( - l)kk. 
Now, suppose that there are connected manifolds Mfk, Mik E JU, and a class 
.Y E H 2k(BU; Q), such that 
(i) Mfk - A4zk 
(ii) o[Mtk] = o[M3”] (4) 
(iii) (x - lx[ck)([MIk] - [ltl$“]) # 0. 
First, we claim that there are connected manifolds N:k, Nik E As such that: 
(i) NT” - Nzk 
(ii) o[N:~] = o[N:“] = 0 (5) 
(iii) (x - ]x/cJ([N:~] - [Ni’]) # 0. 
Indeed, using the results of $5.2, there is a manifold Mzk E Ed, and a non-negative integer a 
depending only on o[MI”], such that Nzk can be chosen to be the connected sum of 
&lgk, u = 1, 2, and a copies of Mtk. Properties (i)-(iii) in (5) follow immediately from 
those in (4) and the results of $5.2. 
Next, we claim that Njk and Nik can be endowed with (unstable) almost-complex 
structures with distinct x numbers. Indeed, that Nzk, CI = 1, 2 can be endowed with an 
almost-complex structure follows immediately from (ii) of (5). Let r, denote a k-dimensional 
complex vector bundle satisfying: 
(i) r,I lVzk - pz is stably equivalent to T:, 1 Nzk - p, . (6) 
(ii) The oriented vector bundle underlying T, is equivalent to the oriented tangent 
bundle of Nzk, c( = 1, 2. 
It suffices to show that x[T~] # x[T~]. But, by (i) of (6), since x - 1x1 c& is a polynomial 
in the ci, i < k, 
(x - i~~ck)~7~I = cx - ixick)c7:_I, a = 1,2, 
so that, by (iii) of(j), 
(X - Ixbk)t711 f cx - Ixlck)~721* 
On the other hand, by (ii) of (6% 
ck[7,1 = dN,Zkl, cc = 1,2, 
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so that, since the Euler Characteristic is a homotopy-type invariant, (i) of (5) implies that 
CkiIT11 = CkCtJ- 
This, combined with the previous inequality yields the desired result. 
Remarks. (i) The above argument works as long as we can find connected Alfk, 
M i” E dJS satisfying (it_(iii) of (4). For k = 1, no such manifolds exist because, for every 
ICE H*(BLi; Q), X = [XI ck. 
(ii) The above argument can be repeated with no significant change when “-” is 
replaced by “M” and “homotopy type” by “diffeomorphism type”. 
For future reference, we list properties (i)--(iii) of (4) and (5) with this replacement: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(9 
(3 
(iii) 
Mfk M Mzk 
oCM:"I = o[M;“] (4’) 
(,x - Ixlc&(CM:“l - ChltLl) # 0 
N;” M Nik 
o[N:“] = o[Nik] = 0 
(x - IXlck)(cN:~ - [%“I> f 0 
(5’) 
(iii) To prove Theorem 2”, we shall need to know more than merely that there are 
pairs of diffeomorphic manifolds in &Y with distinct Sk numbers. According to Lemma 1, 
we need to find pairs of diffeomorphic manifolds in .H, for which a certain associated 
matrix of numbers is non-singular. A straightforward elaboration on the technique described 
above, will allow us to achieve this (unstable) result from certain (stable) hypotheses, which 
we fulfill in $6. We present details in 96. 
&. CONSTRUCTION OF RIiiG GENERATORS 
6.1 Ring generators y, E gzk 0 Q c _Szk @ Q, k odd and 2 5 
Consider the Chern and Pontrjagin characters 
z(Cp”)‘% ;$IH2i(CPk;Q) 
and fi(Cp)‘% j;IH4’(CPk; Q) 
respectively; here k is arbitrary. These determine, in an obvious way, ring homomorphisms 
fi(Cm @ Qa &H2’(CPk; Q> 
and %(o(c* @ Q=+ 1 H4’(Cpk; Q), 
jzl 
which turn out to be isomorphisms (see [51).-f The group epimorphism r : f$CPk) -+ 
t This result actually holds for any finite CW complex in place of 0”. 
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%(CP ‘) determines a vector-space epimorphism 
rQ: fi(Cp) @3 Q-f z(Cp) @J Q. 
Finally, we define d: H*(CPk; Q) + H*(CP’; Q) 
by 
d(x, + II + x2 + x3 + x4 + ..a) = 2(x, + x1 + x4 + * .*), 
where x0 + x, + ,K? -!- _r3 + s4 + . . . E H*(CP’; Q) is a sum of homogeneous classes 
Xi E: H2’(CPk; Q). 
LEMMA 4. The foilou,ing diagram commutes: 
cr(Cp) 0 Q ChQ i&H2i(CP$ Q) 
rQ 
1 
%(CPk) @ QPha 
1 
j;lH4&‘k: Q), 
Proof. We recall the following facts about the objects and maps in the above diagram : 
(i) K(/(CPk) is generated, as a ring, by a single generator Y satisfying only the relation 
Y ” 1 - 0 11 Thus, as a group, z(CP “) is free abelian, so that we may consider - 11 . 
z(CP “) to be contained in Kz(CPk) 0 Q. 
(ii) CA(y) = ex - 1 = x + g + . . . + g E 1 ff2’(CPk; Q), 
iz1 
where s E H’(CPk; Q) is the canonical generator 
(iii) Let c : %(CPk) -+ k@CP”) be the complexification homomorphism. Then 
cOr = 1 + t, [I], where t is the Adams operation Y, I. According to [I], Theorem 7.2, 
Y,‘(y’) = (( 1 + y>- ’ - 1)‘. 
(iv) Ph = Ch O c. 
The proof of commutativity is based on the observation that 
d(e’“) = etx + e-‘” E H*(CPk; Q), 
for ail integers 1. 
We proceed as follows : 
Ph ,, r(y3 = Ch , c D r(y3 = Ch(1 + Y,‘)(Y’) 
= Ch(Y” + ((1 + y>-’ - l>‘) 
= (eX - 1)’ + (emx - 1) 
= ,:, : (- l)S--l(e’* + e-‘7 a 
= d& (f>olYefx) 
= d((e” - l)? = d o Ch(y3. 
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Since {.r? y2, . r”> c fi(CP’) is a vector-space basis of z(CPk) 0 Q, and since 
ChQ 1 k5(CP) = Ch 
and rQ 1 %(CP “) = r, the desired result follows. Q.E.D. 
Now assume that k is odd and 25. Consider the vector subspace V c 6?(CPk) @ Q 
given by V = (C~I~)-‘(H”~-~‘(CP~; Q)). The subgroup W = V n %(CPk) has the 
following properties : 
(i) PV has rank 1 
(ii) r(W) = 0 Or Zz 
(iii) A non-zero member 5 E W satisfies ci({) $0 if and only if i = k - 2. 
Property (i) follows immediately from the definition of W and the structure of 
fi(CPk). To prove property (ii), choose any 5 E V and observe that, since k - 2 is odd, 
PhQ o rQ(<) = do ChQ(Q = 0, so that r”(t) = 0. Thus, r(W) c z(CPk) consists only of 
elements of finite order. Since, as an abelian group, KO(CPk) E F@ T, where F is free 
abelian and T = 0 or 2, (depending upon k), property (ii) follows (see [Ill, p. 143). Finally, 
property (iii) would hold, by definition, if “ci” is replaced by “Chi”. To obtain (iii) as 
stated, we use the relation C/z, = l/i! si and the formulae 
Si_Si...1CI + ” . + (- l)‘-‘S,Ci_ 1 + (- 1)‘iCi = 0, 
which hold for all i. These formulae imply that the relations 
Chi(5) = O* i#k-2, and Chk-L?(t) f 0 
are equivalent to the relations 
Ci(5) = 0, ifk-2, and ck-2(t) # 0. 
Note that the hypothesis k - 2 > 2 is needed. 
Property (iii) immediately implies that 
ck_2: w + H2(lr-*)(Cfl 
is a monomorphism of abelian groups. (Indeed, using a well-known theorem of Atiyah 
and Hirzebruch, one can show that the image of CL-2 consists of all multiples of (k - 3)! 
x-2, where xkm2 is the standard generator of H 2(k-2)(CPk). We shall not use this fact.) 
Now we evaluate (Sk - l&l ck) = Sk + (- l)kkck on T + 25, where T is the stable tangent 
bundle of CPk and 5 E W: 
(Sk + (- l)kkc,)(T + 25) = Sk(t) + (- l)kkc,(T) + (- l)k2kc2(r)c,_2(<). 
Note that, by property (ii) above, r(z + 25) = r(T). 
Let M2”(5) be the stably almost-complex manifold obtained from CPk by endowing 
its stable real tangent bundle r(T) with the complex structure of T + 25c, where r E W. 
As 5 ranges over W, the numbers 
6k - bkick)CM2’(~)1 
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assume infinitely many distinct values, according to the computation above. On the other 
hand, o[M”(<)] lies in a finite group. Therefore, there exist 5, E bc’so that Mf” = MZk(<,), 
CL = 1, 2, satisfy properties (i)-(iii) (4’) of $5, with I = So. Let ,Vfk be obtained from M,Zk 
by the method described in $5.3, endowed with an almost-complex structure as described 
there. Then, 1V:’ and iv:” have distinct Sk numbers, so that 
is the desired ring generator. 
Remark. For future reference, we calculate 
bk + S(l> k - l))tYkh 
where )‘k is the ring generator constructed above. Recall that sk + s( 1, k - 1) = s1 Sk_ 1 . 
The stable structure inherited by Nfk from Mzk and n copies of some fixed manifold, 
coincides with its almost-complex structure on IV:~ - pR, *x = 1, 2, so that since 
& + ~(1, k - 1) is a polynomial in non-top-dimensional Chern classes, it has the same 
value with respect to the stable structure as with respect to the unstable one. Thus, we 
may evaluate s, + ~(1, k - 1) on the stable structure. Next, note that since Sk + s( 1, k - 1) 
is additive with respect to connected sums (of stably almost-complex manifolds), and since 
both IV;” and Nik are obtained from Mfk and Mfk, respectively, by connected summation 
with a fixed number of copies of some manifold, we may ignore these copies when 
evaluating sk + ~(1, k - 1) on the difference _rk = [I%‘:~] @ I - [IV:‘] Q 1. 
Therefore, 
(Sk -I- S(l) k - l))(L’k) = (Sk + S( 1, k - l))([~vf”~(<,)] - [hf’k(<,)]) 
= ((Sk + S(l, k - I))(7 + z:,), j’cps) 
-((Sk + S( 1, k - l))(T + 2<2), Pcpd 
= (sI$- ,(T + 25,) - SIsk- I(7 + I&), /(Cpk) 
= <(sI(T) + 2~,(~L))(sk- I(?) + 2Sk-1(t,h ,b“) 
-((s,(r) +  2s,(t2))(Sk- ,cr) +  2Sk-,(t2)), /br) 
= +Isk- I(T)7 h*) - csIsk- ,(+ h*). 
so that 
(Sk + S(l, k - l))(yk) = 0 
6.2 Classes uk, rk E dzk @ 0, k odd and 15 with 
i 
sk(“k) Sk(Uk) 
S(l, k - I)(&) $1, k - l)(“k) 
(1) 
non-singular 
We make use of the generators yk E gIk @ Q constructed in $6.1 let uk = yk . According 
t0 56.1, Sk(&) =/= 0 and S(l, k - I)(&) = --Sk(&). It will suffice, therefore, to construct 
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rk E Qzf @ Q, k odd and 2 5 such that 
(St + $1, k - l))(u,) * 0 (2) 
Indeed, we shall find such a L‘~ for k odd and 23. 
We begin by noting that fi(CP’) = %(S’) is infinite cyclic and that the stable 
oriented tangent bundle of CPt represents the zero element of z(CP’) E Z2. Thus, 
any 2: E %(CP’) can be used to endow CP’ with a stably almost-complex structure. 
These structures all have distinct s1 numbers. 
Now. for any odd k 2 3, and any 2< E z(CP’), let AI*‘(<) be the stably almost- 
complex manifold obtained from CP’ x CP”-’ by endowing its real stable tangent bundle 
with the complex structure of 
25 x t, 
where 7 is the complex stable tangent bundle of CP’-‘. 
Note that 
(s, + s(1, i; - l))[P(<)] = 2sl[<]sk_I[CPk-‘] * 0 
so that. as < ranges over %(CP’), the numbers (sk + ~(1, k - 1))[M2’i(~)] assume 
infinitely many different values. 
We now proceed as before, startin, 0 with IMPS and M2k(<z) satisfying 
(i) o(M2”(5,)] = 0[,44*“(~~)] 
(ii) (sI + ~(1, k - l))([M’“(<,)] - [~tl*“(<~)]) # 0. 
We obtain almost complex manifolds N t’, iVik that are diffeomorphic and satisfy 
(Sk + $1, k - l))([lV;k] - [Nik]) = (sk + s(l, k - l))([M’“(&)] - [M2”(<,)]) 
* 0. 
Thus, l’h = [Ni”] @ 1 - [Ngkj @ 1 satisfies (2). 
(Note that on the left we are evaluating on an unstable structure, whereas on the 
right we are not. The justification for the equality here is contained in the remark at the 
end of $6. I .) 
6.3 Ring generators yk ~2’~~ @ Q, k even and 24 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that, for some eKen k, there are manifolds M:‘, Mi’,I Mik E Als 
of the same oriented homotop_i, type such that the matrix 
I 
1 1 1 
ck[M,l ck[M21 Ck[M31 
SkCi~II SkC”21 sk[“31 1 
iS nOtl-Sblgdar. Then, there iS a ring ge?IerUtOr yk E z2k @ Q. 
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Proof. Under the above hypotheses there are non-negative integers a, a’, b, b’, c, C‘ 
such that 
(i) (a - a') + (b - 6’) + (c - c’) = 0 
(ii) c,([aM, + bM2 + CM,] - [a’M, + b’M, + c’&fJ) = 0 
(E) %([ahf, + bM2 + cMJ - [a'iti, + b’M, + c’M3]) $0 
(iv) aM, + bM, + CM, - a’M, + b’M, + c’itf, 
Here aM, + bM2 + CM, is the connected sum of a copies of ‘M,, b copies of bf, , . . . etc. 
For (ii) and (iii), we are using the additivity of Chern numbers with respect to connected 
sum. Property (iv) follows immediately from (i) and the fact that all the $I:‘, z = 1, 2, 3, 
are of the same oriented homotopy type. 
Let X = aiM, -i bM, + CM,, X’ = a’hf, + b’M, + ~‘44, , and recall that 
0Lu = t(xCx1 - d-a) 
o[X’] = 3(x[X’] - CJX’]). 
It follows from (iv) that x[X] = x[X’], so that, by (ii), 
o[X] = o[X’]. 
Moreover, by (ii) and (iii) 
(Sk + (- l)kkc,)([X] - [X’]) =i= 0. 
Therefore, X and X’ satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) (4) of $5.3 (with x = Sk), so that, by the 
procedure described in $5.3, we may find N:k, Nik E JY such that Nik - Nzk and 
sk([Nfk] - [Nik]) $0. The desired ring generator yk E pzk 0 Q, then, can be taken to be 
[Nik] 0 1 - [Nik] @ 1. Q.E.D 
The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of Mik, Mik, Mik E Jls 
satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 5. We divide the construction into three cases: 
k = 2(mod 4) and 26, k E O(mod 4) and 28, k = 4. We shall find the desired manifolds 
by using the results of Hsiang [5]. 
Case 1. k = 2(mod 4) and 16. 
We refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 1:. There, we determined certain mani- 
folds M’“(t) E As of the same oriented homotopy type and with distinct Sk numbers, 
where < ranges over a certain infinite subgroup G c %(CPk). We need the following 
information about G. Following Hsiang, we let A be the subgroup of l%(CPk) consisting 
of all 5 E z(CPk) with 
PI(C) = ... =P,(t) = 0, 
where k = 41+ 2, I 2 1, or equivalently, all 5 with 
P/z,(~) = ... = P/l,(5) = 0. 
G may be taken to be an infinite cyclic subgroup of A. 
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We define Ac c fi(CPk) to consist of all < E fi(CPk) such that 
Cl(T) = a** = Cll(i) = 0 
or, equivalently, 
C/r,(j) = *** = C/l,,(i) = 0 
h%lMA 6. rQ(A, @ Q) = A @ Q. 
Proof: Lemma 4 implies that if C/r$!(<) = 0, 1 s i g 21, then Phq(r(i)) = 0, 1 li 5 [ 
(recall that C/I, is the 2i” homogeneous component of Ch and Phj is the 4jrh homogeneous 
component of Ph). This implies that rQ(Aa @ Q) c A @ Q. 
Now, choose any 5 E A @ Q and define a class y E 1 H “‘(CPk; Q) by the relations 
ibl 
y = y, + L’r + ..- + yk, yi E H2’(CPk; Q) 
Yi = 
1 
0 , i 21 
ff’hg(t), i=2j,j> 1 
arbitrary, otherwise. 
Let i = (ChQ)-l(y). Then, by Lemma 4, 
PhQ(rQ(<)) = d(y) = PhQ(t), 
so that 5 = rQ(<). Since [ E A, @ Q, we are finished. Q.E.D 
Note that the proof of Lemma 6 shows something more than its statement. It shows 
that, for any < E A @ Q, we may choose [ E AU @ Q so that rQ(<) = < and so that Ch’f(<) 
assumes any arbitrary value for i > 21 and odd. 
These observations, together with the known structure of z(CPk) (cf. §6.1), imply 
that we may choose 5 E G and [ E A, so that: 
(9 r(i) = s’ 
(ii) Ch,(i) $ 0 
(iii) Ch 2lCl(i) * 0. 
Clearly (i) and (iii) can be satisfied, for suitably divisible < E G, by the remarks above. 
That (ii) can be satisfied follows from the relation Ch,(lJ = +Ph[(t) and the fact, observed 
in the proof of Theorem I;, that Ph, 1 G assumes infinitely many values. 
We now define the Hsiang-manifolds: 
M;’ = CP’ 
MI’ = M=(5) 
iM;k = M2’(2t;). 
The real stable tangent bundle of MZk(<), as indicated in the proof of Theorem lg, is 
isomorphic to r(5) + 5, where T is the complex stable tangent bundle of Pk. Thus, we 
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may endow ‘V’“(<) with a stable almost-complex structure by endowing r(s) + i with the 
complex structure of 5 + c. Similarly, we may endow :\rzk(2<) with a stable almost- 
complex structure by endowing T(T) f 25 with the complex structure of r + 21. Since 
Sk = k! Chk, the matrix in Lemma 5 (with M,Zk as defined above) is non-singular if and 
only if 
L 
1 1 1 
ck[sl ck[t +  il ck[T + 211 
Chk CT] Chk[s + i] Chk[T f 2(] I 
is non-singular. We now subtract a suitable multiple of the first row from the others, 
obtaining 
[ 
1 1 1 
0 CkCT + 11 - %CTl Ck[t + 2(] - ck[T] 
0 ChCI;l 2Chd~l 1 
We are using the fact that Chk is additive. Since Ch,([) + O,t the above matrix is non- 
singular if and only if 
[ 
1 0 0 
0 Ck[r + cl - d71 Ckct + 251 - ck[ITl 
0 1 2 I 
is non-singular that is, if and only if 
ck[T + 211 - ck[Tl + 2(ck[z + il - ck[Tl). 
It remains, then, to verify this inequality. We use the fact that ci(<) = 0, i 2 21, and that 
c~~+~([) = (2Z)!Ch,,+,(Q =I= O.-f We calculate: 
and 
so that 
( 
k-l 
Ck[Z f 261 - ck[rl = i~oci(5)ck-i(2<), hZP* 
> 
ck-i(2() = 2ck-i([), 
i 
i+O 
2ck(i) + &+ l(i), i = 0, 
Ck[r + 211 - ck[r] = 2@kcT + cl - ck[zI) + &+ ICC] 
* 2(ckb + cl - ckczl). 
This completes our construction for k = 2(mod 4), k 2 6. 
Case (2), k E O(mod 4) and k 2 8. 
The idea in this case is precisely the same as in Case (1). There is only one technical 
difference‘ namely, the definition of A,. Here, we define A” to consist of all I: E %(CPk), 
k = 41, such that 
c,(i) = Q(l) = .‘. = Cal-z(T) = %l(i) = %+1(i) = 0, 
or, equivalently, 
Ch,(g = Chz(i) = ... = Ch,,_,(r) = Ch,,(i) = Ch,,+,(O = 0. 
t We use parentheses to denote Chem classes, brackets for Chern numbers (i.e. evaluations of classes 
on orientation homology classes). 
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(Note: To prove that these two conditions are equivalent, we use the usual relation between 
the ci and the Chi, together with the condition 12 2.) 
Everything proceeds as in (1) until the last computation. Here, we have chosen 
< E G and i E AU such that 
(i) r(i) = s’ 
(ii) C/z,(i) + 0 
(iii) C/z,,-,(i) * 0. 
Then, 
( 
k-1 
Ck[t + 2i] - CkCT] = C Ci(T)Ck-i(2i), /(CPk 
i=O > 
and 
so that 
ck-i(2i> = (2ck-i(09 i*2 
\ICk-i(i) + Ci,- l(i), i = 2, 
c/Jr + Xl - c.kCrl = 2(C,C~ + Cl - CkC~l> + <cz(G5- l(i)> Lb*) 
* 2(C,II~ + Cl - d~l), 
completing the construction in this case. 
Cflse (3). li = 4. 
First, note that in this case, the matrix in Lemma 5 is non-singular if and only if 
is non-singular. This follows from the well-known fact that ss is a linear combination 
of pi and the Index. We shall determine M,8 E Ed,, x = 1, 2, 3, la11 of the same homotopy 
type, such that the above matrix is non-singular. 
We start with almost-complex 6-manifolds P(i.j), defined for all integers i,j, such that: 
(i) For fixed i, all P(i,j) consist of the same underlying oriented manifold, with almost- 
complex structures that vary with j. 
(ii) For each i, there is an orientation-preserving homotopy equivalence fi : P(i,j) -+ 
CP’. We call the canonical generator of H2(CP3) j3, and we let pi = f:(p). 
(iii) pr(P(i,j)) = (4 + 24i)pf; cr(P(i,_j)) = 2jDi. 
That such manifolds exist (and are uniquely determined, up to orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphism) follows from results of [12] (cf. $7). 
Let q be the canonical line bundle over CP’, and let f:(q) = vi. The total space of 
the closed disc bundle determined by vi is a smooth manifold Qi with boundary a homotopy 
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7-sphere. According to results of 1Montgomery and Yang (unpublished), aQi is diffeo- 
morphic to S’ if and only if 2i(9i i 2) = 0 (mod 28). Henceforth, we restrict ourselves to 
such i. We close Qi by attaching an S-disc D* via a diffeomorphism S’ -+ ?Qi, and we 
denote the resulting closed g-manifold by Ri . 
Let Xi : Qi + P(i,j) be the bundle projection. For every integerj, Qi admits an almost- 
complex structure whose first Chern class is (2j + l)n~(PJ. To see this, note that as real, 
oriented bundles. 
T(Qi> = ~F(T(P(i,j)))@ nF(qi)j 
where T( Qi) and r(P(i,j)) are the real, oriented tangent bundles of Qi and P(i, j), respectively. 
We endow r(Q,) with the complex structure of nT(r(P(i,j))) @ n:(qi) induced from the 
preferred complex structure of t(P(i,j)) @ vi. The result now follows from standard 
properties of Chern classes. 
Let Q(i,j) be the oriented manifold Qi, together with the almost-complex structure 
determined as above. The obstruction to extending the stabilization of this structure over 
all of Ri is a class in q(I) E 2,. 
It is not hard to show that the obstruction class is additive with respect to connected 
sum ([7], Theorem 2), so that Ri + Ri can be endowed with a stable almost-complex 
structure which coincides with the stabilization of the almost-complex structure of Q(i,j) 
on each of the two copies of R,-interior D* = Qi canonically contained in Ri + Ri. We 
denote this stably almost-complex manifold by S(i,j). 
Next we list the relevant Chern and Pontrjagin numbers of S(i,j). Note that Index 
(S(i,j)) = 2. 
p:[S(i, j)] = 2(5 + 24i)2 
c1c3[S(i, j)] = 2(2j + 1)(2j2 - 12i + 2) 
ct[S(i, j)] = 2(2j2 + 2j - 12i - 2)2 
cd = t(y Index + $ pf + 2c,c, - c:) 
= +[y + +(5 + 24i)2 + 4(2j + 1)(2jZ - 12i + 2) - 2(2j’ + 2j - 12i - 2)2] 
A tedious, elementary computation yields: 
p:[S(O, 2)] = 50; C‘J-S(O,2)] = 10 
p:[S(6, l)] = 2.( 149)2 ; c,[S(6, 1)] = -2130 
p:[S(6,0)] = 2.(149)2; c,[S(6,0)] = -2438. 
Therefore, we may choose MT = S(O,2), Mi = S(6, l), and M! = S(6, 2). This com- 
pletes the construction in this case. 
It is likely that a ring generator ys E X8 0 Q can be constructed using Hsiang’s 
examples [5]. Since, in this dimension, however, the set G c %(CP”) is no longer a group 
(see the proof of Theorem l[;), the computation will probably be more complicated than 
those in Cases (l)-(3) above. 
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To complete the proofs of Theorem I” and Theorem 2”, it remains to construct ring 
generators yi E: !G!yi @ Q, i = 1,2, 3, with y1y2 E 9, @ Q c .%6 @ Q and y3 E 9,O Q c 
Y6 @ Q. We do this, and more, in 97. 
$7. ALMOST-COMPLEX 6-MAMFOLDS 
PROPOSITION. There are ring generators x, E nyi, i = I, 2, 3, such that 4x,x, - 3.r: 
and x3 generate S6 as an abelian group. Moreocer, 9, = .X6. 
COROLLARY. There are ring generators .vi E n~i Q Q, i = 1, 2, 3, such that .s1y2 and 
y3 belong to Bc Q Q = 3’e6 0 Q. 
Proof Let y1 = xt @ I, and let yz = (4x, - 3x:) @ 1. Q.E.D. 
Thus, this corollary completes the proof of Theorem 1” and Theorem 2”. 
a) We begin the proof of the above proposition by choosing x1 = [CP’] and x2 = [CP’I, 
well known to be ring generators of a$. In the following table, we describe the Chern 
classes of CP’, CP* and related manifolds, and we list certain Chern numbers of x1x2 
and xf. The classes IX E H ‘(CP’) and @ E H *(CP*) are the standard generators 
c J1 C3 Cl c2 
CP’ I f2cY 
CPZ I -I- 3p + 3p 
CPI x CPZ (I + 21x1 i 3p + 3/m 0 6 24 
CP: x CP: x CP: (1 + Zz,)(l + 2a2Xl + 2a3) 0 8 24 
LEMMA 7. Ify E 2' and ifs3(y) = 0, then y = k(clx,x, - 3x:), where k = &clc2(y). 
Proof. Choose any ring generator xs E ni, and recall that s3(x3) = +2 and that 
x3 7 x1x2, and xi form a free abelian basis of nz. Let y = ax: + bx,x, + cx3. Since 
s3(y) = 0, it follows that c = 0. Since y E X6 and since cs (the Euler characteristic) is an 
oriented homotopy type invariant, c3(‘y) = 0, from which it follows that 8a + 66 = 0. 
Thus, b = 4k, a = -3k, where 
24k = (4k - 3k)24 = cIc2(bx,xZ) + c1c2(ax:) 
= C1C*(Y). 
According to this lemma, the main proposition will follow as soon as we show that 
4x1x3 - 3x: belongs to 96 and that some ring generator x3 belongs to g6. 
LEMMA 8. There exist manifolds M& MP E A satisfyitig: 
(i) M~NNM;; (ii) s,([Mf]-CM:]> = 0 (iii) cIc2([Mt]- [M$]) = 24. 
Proof. We refer the reader to [12] for a proof of the following result: 
For any triple of integers (a, b, c), there exists a closed, oriented 6-manifold M(a, b, c) 
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possessing the following properties: (i) H’(M) is infinite cyclic on a generator .‘c; 
(ii) (,x3, ,~&r) = a. where ,H~~ is the orientation generator of H6(M). (iii) P,(M) = 
(4a + 246)X’. (iv) c,(M) = 2c.u. (v) M(a, 6, c) z M(a, b, c’). for all c, c’. 
A straightforward computation shows that M f = M(9, - 1, 1) and IMP = M(9, - 1, 0) 
satisfy (i)-(iii) in the statement of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. 4s,.~~ - 3.x: E $S6. 
Proof. Let y = [icrt] - [M:], where &I: are as constructed in Lemma 8. By (i) of 
Lemma 8, Y E GS6. By @-(iii) of Lemma 8, and Lemma 7, y = 4.r,.~, - 3x:. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. There is a ring generator x3 belonging to Ld, . 
Proof. (i) Let CP: denote complex projective 3-space, together with the almost- 
complex structure whose first Chern class is 2kfl(P E H ‘(CP:), the canonical generator)- 
see [12], Theorem 9. A simple computation shows that s3[CP:] = 4(3 + 3k - k3), so 
that s3([CPz] - [CPZ]) = 4k(kz - 3). For k = 2, this number is 8. (Clearly, 4k(kz - 3) = 
0 (mod 8)) Let y(k) E 5~~ be the class [CP:] - [CP?]. 
(ii) Consider CP’ x CP ‘. We use the notation and the chart presented above Lemma 1. 
It is easy to show that \v,(CP’ x CP’) E /?(mod 2). We now use the results of [12], again, 
to assert the existence, for every pair of integers (r, s), of a manifold V(r, s) E ,K diffeo- 
morphic to CP’ x CP2 with first Chern class 
2s~ -k (2r + I)/? E H’(N(r, 3)). 
An easy computation yields: 
s,[N(r, s)] = 18 - 6s(2r2 + 2r - l), 
and s3([N(r, s)] - [N(t, u)]) = 6[s(2r2 + 2r - 1) - u(2t” + 2t - I)]. 
Note that if s - 11 is odd, then so is s(2r2 + 2r - 1) - zl(2tZ + 2t - 1). Let z(r, s) E g6 
be the class [N(r, s)] - [N(O, O)]. Then, for odd s, the greatest common divisor of 
J,(Y(2)) and s3(z(r, 3)) 
is 2. Therefore, there are integers A(r, s), B(r, s) such that 
s,(A(r, s)Y(2) + B(r, s)z(r, s)) = 2. 
Clearly, every such combination A(r, s)y(2) + B(r, s)z(r, s) is a ring generator belonging 
to Bc. Q.E.D. 
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